Beginning and ending sounds

Write a letter to show the **beginning** sound of each picture.

__ater  __all
__oor  __ouse

Write a letter to show the **ending** sound of each picture.

10  te__
    gir__

bo__  bir__

Now play the alphabet game. Say two words that start with **a**, such as ant and as. Next, say two words that start with **b**, then **c**. Say two words for each letter of the alphabet, ending with **z**.
Beginning and ending sounds

Write a letter to show the **beginning** sound of each picture.

- **wa**ter
- **ba**ll
- **do**or
- **mo**use

Write a letter to show the **ending** sound of each picture.

- **te**n
- **bo**y
- **gi**rl
- **bi**r

Now play the alphabet game. Say two words that start with **a**, such as **ant** and **as**. Next, say two words that start with **b**, then **c**. Say two words for each letter of the alphabet, ending with **z**.

This page builds on your child’s work on first and last letter sounds. Explain the words and discuss them together if necessary.